Main Walk

3. Cross-field, initially keep parallel to the boundary of wood on
right. Fwd leaving the boundary of the wood to aim for the
opposite hedge line towards the far corner. As short hedge
comes in on left look for & go thro’ k/g left of metal gate in this
hedgeline. T/R, hg-right, continue as path becomes fenced
track, to end of field. Thro’ p/g in large gate, V/R to far corner,
then via narrow gap to a permissive path off to the right that
enters Church Lane. T/L & follow road around to the right,
(joining ACW), pass Vicarage Mews on left to just before road
turns sharp right.
4. Enter field on left by gap at side of metal gate (W MP) to join
ACW . H/L towards hedge on left. Keep hg-left, to cross s/b just
off field corner. Continue with hg-left to k/g in corner, H/L thro’
next field to x-stile by gate,then with hg-left uphill to go thro’ k/g
next to metal gate. H/L uphill across field to go thro’ k/g. V/L
thro’ paddock & thro’ k/g into access track & fwd down gravel
track to road.
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5. Fwd over road & k/g, with hg-left follow farm track & after
150m go thro’ hedge gap. Fwd with hg-right & at the end of
this field, fwd thro’ hedge gap, pass larger gap on right to
continue fwd with hg-right to cross s/b & k/g in field corner.
V/L, pool right, cross-field to far side T/L keeping fc/hg-right
go thro’ k/g just past the next corner. Hg-right, past pond to
corner, thro’ k/g. T/R down drive to road.
6. T/R & in a short distance T/L & go down Benton Green
Lane, continue past lane on right (leaving ACW) to next
corner.
Just under “OPL” T/L, thro’ k/g, along
hedged/fenced track over concrete s/b, then in 20m T/L & to
& thro’ k/g, fwd stream & hedge left. Thro’ gap, H/R crossfield to far corner. Thro’ k/g, hg-right until a k/g is reached
(on your right!), cross to other side of hedge. T/L, hg-left to
reach & go thro’ k/g into fenced path, continue & go thro’
garden left of cottage to road.
7. T/R along road for 220m, T/L thro’ k/g by f/g and in a short
distance go thro’ k/g & over s/b on right. Hg-left to k/g, fwd
on to concrete drive passing farm on right to road.
8. X-stile opposite & follow track, continue hg-left to s/b & xstile. V/R cross-field to outward hedge corner, right of
school. Hg-right to go thro’ k/g into enclosed path. Fwd to
reach road, H/L into Church Lane. T/R to Finish.
Route A At the end of Note 2. H/L, cross-field to corner with
copse on right. Go thro’ k/g & s/b, T/R for 15m T/L up grass
track to opposite hedge line. Pick up farm track, hg-left, stay
on this track to road. T/R for 375m, T/L thro’ k/g, hg-left over
two fields. In the next field leave hedge after approx. 50m,
V/R & aim for k/g in fence between farm enclosure & barns.
Thro’ k/g, cross paddock, thro k/g, V/L cross-yard to join
farm drive. Fwd down drive to road. Continue with Note 6.
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• WALK 1 “FOUR GREENS”

1. W alk along Eastern Green Lane towards the city for 200m, T/L
between the middle of four apartment buildings. Thro’ k/g & hgright to go thro’ k/g, cross-field to gap, cross-field to & over f/b &
k/g. Fwd, pick up hg-left & go up thro’ a series of k/gs bearing
left.
Ignore path to right, continue until just after “OPL” at
outward hedge corner. Cross-field ahead to pylon, over s/b thro’
k/g then cross-field diagonally to field corner. Thro’ k/g, over s/b,
hg-left, then thro’ k/g, down steps to road.
2. T/L up road & then T/R to next corner. T/L via k/g down track
towards Pickford Grange Fm. Just past farm, fwd then k/g right
of metal gate. Hg-right to k/g left of f/g. Fwd hg-left down
towards two f/bs in corner, do not cross. T/R, brook on left over
next two fields. Thro’ k/g and over s/b to continue over next field
with initially brook on left, follow hg-left round right until k/g is
reached near wood, go thro’ k/g. (Route A see below).

